Donating Books?

To save money and time, and increase our funding to the library, please follow these guidelines:

- We can accept:

  Hardcover and soft cover books with unbroken spines, free from stains, mold, mildew, and yellowed pages

- We cannot accept:

  Textbooks older than five years
  Large sets
  Encyclopedias, dictionaries, Readers’ Digest Condensed books

  Please hold book donations until advertised
  Please recycle books not eligible for donation

Recycle softcovers with junk mail/white paper

Recycle hardcovers-remove cover and recycle with cardboard. Interior pages recycle with junk mail/white paper

Donating Puzzles?

We have 100 unsold puzzles and limited storage.

Please hold or recycle puzzles as cardboard until further notice.

- Questions? 585-968-1668

Thank you for your continued generosity and understanding.
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